Twelve-cm 2 pouch type lithium-ion cells were assembled with graphite anodes, 
Introduction
Lithium ion batteries have been intensively studied for application in all-electric and hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) because of their high power and energy densities [1] [2] [3] .
The Generation 2 cell chemistry, proposed by the Advanced Technology Development (ATD) program is considered to be a good candidate for the hybrid electric vehicle. This chemistry includes doped LiNiO 2 as the active cathode material and synthetic graphite as the anode [4] . The focus of the ATD program is the characterization of the performance of high-power lithium ion cells during calendar life and pulse power cycling with the power profiles developed by PNGV [5, 6] and to determine capacity and power fade mechanisms through advanced diagnostics [7] . In support of this effort, the parallel program, Batteries for Advanced Transportation Technologies (BATT) is studying this cell chemistry under constant current cycling regimes with standard test protocols and diagnostic techniques to determine cycle performance and capacity fade mechanisms [8, 9] .
Lithium nickel oxide (LiNiO 2 ) is a promising cathode material in lithium battery because of lower cost and higher initial capacity compared to LiCoO 2 . However, the problem of LiNiO 2 is the serious phase transition from hexagonal through monoclinic to other hexagonal during lithium intercalation/deintercalation between 3.0 and 4.3V. The partial substitution of Ni with Co can stabilize the lithium nickel oxide structure on cycling, especially at the higher voltages [10, 11] . The addition of Al limits the possibility of over-charge even further and improves the thermal stability and safety aspects of the oxide [12, 13] .
In a previous study with LiNi 0.8 Co 0.15 Al 0.05 O 2 /graphite pouch cells, capacity fade during constant current cycling at elevated temperature was examined [8] . Studies included cycling cells at different temperatures, followed by electrochemical, physical and spectroscopic diagnostics on the cell components removed from the cycled cells. During 100% DOD cycling at 60°C, the performance of the cathode was severely reduced by a loss of electronic conductivity. In addition, the anode was found to contain a large amount of Li 2 CO 3 , although it's performance compared quite well with a that of a fresh anode. In this work, the performance of lab-size LiNi 0.8 Co 0.15 Al 0.05 O 2 /graphite pouch cells during extended (1000 cycles) room temperature cycling over different capacity ranges was examined. The capacity fade, as well as pulse power capability and impedance changes, were monitored during different depth of discharge (DOD) cycling. As before, the cell components were examined with electrochemical diagnostics to help define the performance fade mechanisms. Chemical and physical diagnostic analyses of the cell components are the subject of part II [14] .
Experimental
The positive electrode and negative electrodes were used as received from Quallion Table 1 . The electrolyte was 1M LiPF 6 in 1:1 ethylene carbonate (EC) / diethyl carbonate (DEC) (LP40, EM Science). The pouch cells were assembled in an Ar-filled glove box. The separator was Celgard 2500 with a thickness of 25µm to reserve the electrolyte and prevent contact between positive and negative electrodes. The copper and aluminum current collectors were welded to nickel and aluminum tabs with an ultrasonic welder. Active areas of both electrodes were 12cm 2 (3x4cm 2 ).
After assembly, the cells were charged and discharged for two cycles at a very slow rate (C/25) with a Maccor Battery Cycler for the formation of a smooth SEI layer on the surface of the anode. After formation, the pouch cells were charged to 4.1V at constant current (C/2) and then held at 4.1V until the current dropped below C/20 or for a maximum of 2 hours. After a rest period of 15 min, cells were discharged to 3.0V at constant current (C/2) to either 100% or 70% DOD. Cycling was interrupted every 80 cycles to measure cell impedance and pulse power capability with the Hybrid Pulse Power Characterization (HPPC) profile. The HPPC profile was designed to measure dynamic power capability during both discharge and charge pulses [5] . As shown in Fig. 1 
Results and Discussion

Cycle performance
The discharge capacity for the three pouch cells in this study, cycled at C/2 and room temperature between 0 and 70% DOD (PG70-1000) and 0 and 100% DOD (PG100-480
and PG100-1000) are shown in Fig. 2 .The performance of the cells is summarized in Table   2 . The capacity losses during C/2 cycling at 100% DOD were 30% and 70% at 480 and 1000 cycles, respectively. The cell (PG70-1000) cycled over 70% DOD was able to maintain that capacity for the 1000 cycles A capacity loss of 14% was measured with a 100% DOD C/2 cycle after the 1000 cycles to 70%DOD. The capacity fade for this cell can also be seen in These cycles showed capacities of 86% and 60% of the original capacity for PG100-480
and PG100-1000, and 89% of the original capacity remaining for PG70-1000. These data are also summarized in Table 2 . The differences in the losses, measured at different rates, are consistent with increases in cell impedance. Fig. 6 shows the differential capacity plots (dQ/dV) for the fresh and cycled cells, calculated from the C/25 cycle data. The fresh cell showed three highly reversible peaks around 3.33V, 3.58V and 3.86V for charging and discharging, which were assigned to lithium intercalation/deintercalation into/from graphite and doped LiNiO 2 . However, the cycled cells showed extensive peak shift and/or peak broadening. The dQ/dV plot for the PG100-1000 showed only one broad peak around 3.9V for charging. The cell with same components cycled 140 times at 60°C with 65% loss of capacity showed a very similar shape [8] .
Hybrid pulse power characterization
The impedance and power capability of this cell with cycling is important in it's own right for a high-power cell design. In addition, changes in the impedance can be directly responsible for capacity fade, as suggested above. Fig. 7 shows the hybrid pulse power characterization (HPPC) test for a fresh pouch cell. The inset shows a blow-up of the pulse sequence, as described in detail above. The 18-s discharge area specific impedance (ASI) and discharge pulse power capability are calculated as in equations 1 and 2.
Eqn. 2 Discharge pulse power capability = V min (OCV -V min ) / R discharge
where t 0 is the starting point of discharge pulse, t 1 is the end-point of discharge pulse and V min is lower cut-off voltage. Only the discharge values are considered in this paper. The
Regen (charging) resistances are dependent on the concentration gradients built-up during 6 discharge with only a 32s rest period between the pulses, and are therefore less informative. As cycling progressed, the cells were not able to support the 5C discharge current for the full 18s as far into the discharge. At 480 cycles, the HPPC test could be carried out only until 60% DOD. Fig.s 8 and 9 show the variation of ASI and pulse power capability on DOD and cycling. The ASI of PG100-480 increased by a factor of 2.5 compared to the fresh cell and the discharge pulse power capability decreased to 30% of the original power capability. Although PG100-480 showed just 30% of capacity fading for constant cycling in Fig. 2 , its power fading was almost 70% because of large increase of cell resistance. In contrast, the PG70-1000 showed similar ASI values to that of PG100 at only the 240th cycle. Limiting the discharge to 70%DOD clearly improves the maintenance of the conductivity as well as the capacity of this cell. Several reports of impedance rise in lithium-ion cells conclude that the bulk of the change is attributable to the cathode. Wu et al reported the variation of cell impedance in commercial lithium ion cell with a reference electrode [3] . They observed that a large increase in the cathode impedance was the main reason for cell impedance increase after a 40% capacity loss.
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
The impedance characteristics of these pouch cells were also examined with Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS). Commercial and lab-scale lithium-ion cells with graphite and metal oxide usually show two semicircles of different size at the high (or medium) and low frequency in a Nyquist plot [19] [20] [21] [22] . The Nyquist plots of fresh and cycled cells, shown in Fig. 10 , exhibit profiles similar to those described by other researchers. The smaller high-frequency semicircle was depressed slightly and did not change much with cycling. However, the size of the larger low-frequency semicircle for the PG100-480 increased significantly while that for the PG70-1000 increased only slightly. These results are consistent with the HPPC measurements.
The high-frequency intercept of the Nyquist plot with the real axis represents the ohmic resistance of the cell including electronic resistances of electrode, current collectors, leads, and electrolyte resistance [20, 21] . Since the electronic resistance of well-made electrodes can usually be neglected, the ohmic resistance comes mainly from the electrolyte. Fig. 11 shows a simple equivalent circuit proposed for the Li-ion cell [20, 23] .
CPE 1 and CPE 2 represent constant phase elements, and R Ω , R 1 and R 2 are the ohmic resistance and the resistance of first and second semicircles, respectively. Z w is the Warburg impedance due to the lithium ion diffusion within the particle. The charge transfer resistances, R 1 and R 2 , result from the interface resistance of both anode/electrolyte and cathode/electrolyte. Researchers have reported the growth of the surface films on the anode and the formation of defect in cathode material, but usually conclude that the cathode contributes more to the increase of overall cell impedance [20, 22, 24, 25] . Nagasubramanian observed that the cathode contributed the most to the second semicircle from 3-electrode impedance test [18] .
The impedance parameters for the fresh and cycled cells obtained via fitting are listed in Table 3 . R Ω and R 1 are almost constant after cycling but R 2 increased in comparison to the fresh cell. As described above, the interface resistance of both anode and cathode contribute to both R 1 and R 2 . The changes for R 1 and R 2 , shown in Table 3 , are consistent with the changes in cell impedance shown in Fig. 8 .
Electrochemical analysis
After cycling, the cells were disassembled and each electrode was tested against Li metal in a half-cell. Fig. 12 shows the C/25 voltage profiles for the cycled anodes taken from the pouch cells in comparison with a fresh anode. All anodes showed about the same capacity of 340mAh/g, even after 1000 cycles at 100% DOD.
The charge/discharge profiles for fresh and cycled cathodes at C/25 are shown in Fig.   13 . These cathodes showed different behavior depending on the type of cycling. The C/25 capacity losses for the cycled cathodes show the same trends as the C/25 cycle data from the full cells, which were shown in Fig. 5 . These losses are also shown in Table 2 . The differences between the C/25 loss in the cell and that in the cathode can be tentatively assigned to consumption of Li by side-reactions in the cell. This difference ranged from 0 to 16%. From Figures 12 and 13 we can conclude that none of the capacity fade can be 8 directly attributed to the anode, except as a consumer of cycleable Li. This process will be discussed further in Part II.
The real losses of the cycled cathodes, exemplified in Fig. 13 , can be attributed either to film formation on the cathode particles or to a break-down of the cathode structure, either through degradation of the oxide or loss of the conductive carbon [8] , all of which will lead to isolation of Li-containing cathode material due to high-impedance pathways to parts of the electrode. We can say that most of the capacity fade in these cells comes from the loss of accessible Li sources in the cathode through high-impedance pathways, not from the loss of Li inventory by continuous side reaction. Further diagnostics, including TEM, FTIR, and Raman Spectroscopies of the cell components after cycling will be reported in part II and examined carefully to further identify the nature of the highimpedance pathway, either through film formation or particle isolation, and to explain the higher rates of performance degradation during higher DOD cycling.
Conclusions
The room temperature cycle performance and pulse power capability of lithium ion cells with graphite and LiNi 0.8 Co 0.15 Al 0.05 O 2 were studied for different DOD cycling.
Cycling this cell to 100%DOD, or 3.0V, leads to significantly faster rates of both capacity fade and impedance rise, compared to cells limited to 70% DOD. The cell cycled 1000 times at 100%DOD was unable to access 40% of the lithium between 3.0 and 4.1V even at a C/25 rate. The cell cycled 1000 times at 70% DOD showed only a 14% loss in high-rate capacity and only a 45% loss of power. The large capacity and power losses in this cell chemistry come mainly from increases in the bulk and/or interfacial impedance of the cathode. 
